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WHO WE ARE  
ASPISEC is a cyber sec company based in 
rome with the goal to provide the highest 
skill level possible to Public and Private 
bodies that are willing to ensure their 
networks and products. 
 
ASPISEC is the leading company in firmware 
sec and IoT sec. 
 
Concernign Critical infrastructure Protection  
we wish to clarify that it is fundamental 
adopt the best hardware solutions available, 
but good hardware must come with good 
software which is in charge to avoid any sec 
breach at firmware. 
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IP Microphone and IP Cameras 
IP devices are nowadays very common  
And daily used. IP security cameras are 
really   
Common in banks ,hospitals , malls, gas 
stations, 
Airports, Ports, Company , Factory ,Military 
bases .  
Same for IP Microphones. This devices are 
cheap, easy to use, and easy to setup, this is 
why they are really common. This devices 
are running server side application in order 
to communicate , generally with  Web 
Services es. users portal or users application. 
. 



Firmware  
  
    
Firmware is a software type that provides control, monitoring on 
Hardware devices, 90% of the consumer and industrial electronics we 
use every day is running by Firmware, very often devices are shipped 
with non refined firmware, or not security proven firmware, vendors 
usually releases firmware update later, expecting that users updates 
their firmware….this is the plan....reality is really different.   

 



Vendors Firmwares  

• Vendors usually release their  

Firmware update trough  

Dedicated webpage inside their 

Website, and anyone can  

Download the firmware…. 



Vendors Firmware  

• ….and Analyze them.  



Vendors Firmware 

• ….and analyze it even deeply.  



…So it begins.  

The ($QUERY_STRING)  is really vulnerable because allow anyone to run command without root access  

Execute every command  

For instance, to stop the camera its only necessary to perform this script on local network : 
 
http://192.168.1.101/cgi-bin/rtpd.cgi?action=stop                     ….and the camera goes off. 
  

Your local network adress  Action you want to perform 



And it get worse… 

 

Once we know how to script inject the camera “cgi-bin”, we also can  

Easly grab admin credentials , this way . 

 

**/cgi-bin/rtpd.cgi?echo&AdminPasswd_ss|tdb&get&HTTPAccount  

  

Your local network adress Credentials ghatering command 



Results  

Password! 

List of executable commands! 

As we seen in this short demonstration, firmware security is something which can be very dangerous , also because 
Firmware exploitation is easily performable by medium-tier “hackers” , this demo was performed on an outdated(2014) 
Vendor firmware , if the firmware was updated this attack wont be able to perform any damage.  



IP Microphone Exploitation for Biometrics 

• Ip Microphone are usually operated by corporate for internal 
communication , like IP Cameras , IP Microphone are operated trough 
a webserver , which redirects trough communication server , in some 
case , those webservers integrates biometrics authentication trough 
voice recognition. 

Voice Server Auth. 

We will work on this part 



Ip Microphone Exploitation  

• As we seen with the ip camera,we can download firmwares trough 
vendors website, or we can direct extract them via “reverse 
engeniering” , in order to get information on software structure. 

BASE 64    

Base 64 Decoder Decoded 



Ip Microphone Exploitation  

Analyzing the code we find the authentication method which 
Requires a password, but we find also this is also easily exploitable  

$Echo function. 



Passwords and biometrics auth. Gathering. 

General unencrypted password , obtained trough the $Echo function, provides 
us administrative right and access to the biometric encrypted database  

Admin 

Password  

Once we are in the database we can dump encripted key string  



Total Control.  

Once we decode on Base64 the keystring, we have 
All the information we need to dump and recreate  
The user and gather his authorization, we can also  
Change the user type,  example from “guest”  
To “admin” . 
 



Critical infrastrutture case study. 

• PLOT TWIST! All the code and analysis saw in this presentation are based 
on a real critical Infrastructures (North European Airport under NDA) . 

 

 Target Analysis : 1) We logged in on the pubblic wifi guest network , giving alias name and “use&trash” mail account. 
                              2) We traced the network till the main public router. 
                              3) Breaked the router “Admin” account trough brute forcing on a distributed computing network. 
                              4) Traced the network devices. (IP Cameras, IP Microphone)  
                              5) Find Devices Hostname in the network in order to identify devices model name and firmware.  
 
Payload :               1) Download the firmware 
                              2) Analyze the firmware 
                              3) Find the vulnerabilities 
                              4) Exploit!  
  
                            



Critical infrastrutture case study.  

Exploit :   1) Reverse engineering of the devices firmware. 

                  2) Gathering software structure. 

                  3) Find encode credentials. 

                  4) Decode credentials. 

                  5) Getting Admin on IMS. (Identity Management System) 

                  6) Dump  encoded auth. Database.   (BASE64) 

                  7) Decode auth. Database.                   (BASE64) 

                  8) Creating a “super-user” using string structure. 

                  9) Encode “super-user”. 

                 10) Write the encoded super-user dump on void NFC Card. 

                 11) Causing some trouble.  

 



Technical conclusions. 
  

• After network tracing we found 211 vulnerable devices. 

• We get in the network by “public hotspot” without any internal resources. 

•  Even military class security cameras have easily dump-able firmware. 

• Target was considered “Top Notch security”.  

•  Attack was carried with 2 Operators, 1 on local network (airport) and the 
other one remote for payload preparation and it took 3 hrs 

• System and networking monitoring is not so effective, because in most 
case those networking monitoring are software based, and once you 
understand the pattern is really easy to avoid alarms, and when networking 
monitor is an human operator , he is not well trained to catch suspicions 
packets in the network. 

        

 



• Firmware security is a big issue, many countries didn't even seems to 
understand the importance of the topic. NO KNOWLAGE. 

• When public infrastructure buys hardware, they tend to save money 
in long time assistance . CHANGE CONTRACT SAVING POLICY.  

• Hardware must be tested before installing into networks, and also 
vendor must be enlisted based on post-relase:  VENDOR ENLISTING 

• Politics must force hardware companies to achieve not only 
functionality level but also security standards before market 
introduction.   POLITICS MUST FOCUS VENDORS ON SECURITY ISSUES 

 

  

Political Overview and Suggest 
countermeasures 
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